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Giant liar Bleeding Cool takes
massive potshot at comic book
fans while pandering to SocJus.

The Streisand effect
for dummies
About the whole D&C affair
The Streisand effect is the phenomenon whereby an
attempt to hide, remove, or censor a piece of
information has the unintended consequence of
publicizing the information more widely, usually
facilitated by the Internet.
“Never interrupt your enemy when he’s making a
mistake” or so they say, so what I’m about to do is
something I shouldn’t do.
I’m going to because honestly Joe Glass is a
blabbering fool and I feel sorry for the guy, and also
because I doubt any of them have the capacity of
read anything from “The Enemy” and take it at face
value.
Okey, lets grab the bull by the horns, I do not like
D&C, I disagree with him on almost everything, I
think the dude is a blowhard, shitstirrer that knows
jack shit about comics.
That said, if indeed Joe Glass (what an apt last
name for such a fragile flower), is indeed trying to
get him banned from Youtube and Twitter for
harassment and said harassment is either false or
against someone else, then Joe is even more of a
douchebag than I already thought him to be.
And even stupider than his articles would make you
believe.
You see Joe (can I call you Joe?), there’s this thing
called the Streisand Effect, in the very first
paragraph you’ll find it’s definition, you don’t have
to believe me, google it (you do know how to use
google, right?).
So, by trying to silence him you’re indeed making
the same mistake Vader did when he killed Obi-Wan.
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Not that you or D&C have the stature or the
conviction of your beliefs to be anyone of those
characters, to me both are more like Jar Jar Binks (if
he doesn't turn out to be the ultimate Sith Lord).
But by merely trying to strike him down you are
making him more famous, you are making his
audience even bigger, you are making his platform
bigger you stupid buffoon!
Just look at me, I dislike the guy about the same as I
dislike you, since I believe both are playing to an
audience and shitstirring for clicks, views and
money.
And you make trouble for everybody else, so I would
be very happy if both of you would do us a favor
and just STFU!
But, since I’m a true liberal, since I don’t think it’s
wise to advocate for the violation of anyone’s
individual rights, and not because I’m a saint, but
because by doing so I would be advocating for the
removal of mine too.
Well I have no other option than to call you out on it
if you indeed are the asshole behind it, if not my
apologies for thinking you were, the rest I stand
behind my words.
So to you and your comrades the SJWs in control of
our specialized media and Marvel, please, pretty
please, pretty pretty please with a cherrry on top,
stop trying to De-platform people, you only give
them a bigger platform you galactic class morons!
Look at what you make me do! Not only do I have
the moral obligation to defend an asshole from
other assholes, but you made me swear all over this
article.
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Where I rant for a while
To my fellow geeks, just in case it wasn’t clear from
my Issue #10 :
Puritanism is the problem!
Identity politics is the problem!
I don’t care if you’re the Marxist kind of identitarian
or the white identitarian kind or any other that
exists.
If you ARE in favor of identity politics I stand
against you.
If you want to turn my comics into propaganda
pieces badly disguised as comic books, I stand
against you.
If you want to infect any other fandom and it’s
industry with identity politics BS, I stand against
you.
If you want to infect any other subculture with
identity politics BS, be it skater, punk, etc. I stand
against you.
If you are an identitarian I would suggest you to
pack your bags and get the hell out of my
entertainment, of my fandoms, of my life.
I will still fight you in politics because you
identitarians are the worst kind of stinking,
steaming pile of shit anyone can ever have the bad
luck to cross paths with.

I don’t hate you because that would imply that I
give a damn about your life, but I sure as hell don’t
like you, I don’t want you anywhere near me or my
hobbies.
Because you sow discord everywhere you go,
because you leave a most foul stench everywhere
you go, because you can’t never create but destroy.
Because your stench is really hard to get rid of,
because you have demonized, bullied, doxed and
harassed the most harmless people on the face of
the planet.
Geeks, what did we ever do to you or yours? We
were happy being the outcasts, we were happy
among ourselves talking about our hobbies and
living peacefully.
And then you come along with your complaints and
demands of inclusion, and, since you pretended to
be one of us, we greeted you with open arms.
And for that you stabbed us in the back, you tried
and continue to try to ruin our hobbies, you made
brother turn against brother.
If I were religious I would have a name for you and a
very special place where you would never go cold
(unless of course cold is what you hate most).
Yet I’m afraid even the Devil, if he existed, would
not want to be anywhere near you.
Sorry for the rant dudes and dudettes.

Because you only promote division and hate, in
comics we only ever fought about if Superman
would beat Goku or not, until you filthy pieces of
shit managed to insinuate yourselves in.

From México with love, yours truly Eduardo López.
Live long and prosper my fellow geeks!

The problem is puritanism!.
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